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Synopsis

Recently, many American higher education institutions have endured 
politically motivated disturbances undermining academic freedom. 

Unlike the wave of disruptions under the expanded “free speech” banner 
in the Sixties, these new protests have often sought to limit the speech of 
invited speakers, campus spokespersons, and the media with whom they 
disagreed. In response, many prominent persons, including former Presi-
dent Obama, university leaders, and faculty senates have sought to restore 
the primacy of open dialogue as an academic ideal. 

The barking dog of censorship usually creates attention. This book dis-
cusses incidents that created national publicity at Amherst, Brown, City 
University of New York, Evergreen, Lewis and Clark, Michigan, Middlebury, 
New York University, Reed, Seattle, Yale, UC Berkeley, University of Pennsyl-
vania, University of Washington, Vanderbilt, Wesleyan, and Williams. But, 
if that guard dog just silently patrols the fences of acceptable campus dis-
course, nothing may be heard in the vacuum created. Many speakers will not 
be invited and many public policy issues will be thought too controversial 
for open discussion. Even tenured faculty may avoid expressing ideas that 
will upset their colleagues or campus activists. For free speech, the problem 
may be more often what is omitted from campus discussions, the silenced 
stages, than overt suppression.

This book reports on original research about the topics and participants 
in on- campus policy debates or forums where divergent viewpoints were 
presented regarding 24 national policy areas. Accessing campus calendars 
for 2014 and 2015 in a stratified national sample of 97 universities and col-
leges and 28 law schools enrolling 991,802 students annually, the results 
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show a paucity of such events, except at very elite wealthy institutions or law 
schools. For most students in American higher education, the opportunity 
to hear on- campus debates about important public policy issues does not 
exist. Free speech for controversial speakers dominates the press coverage, 
but the more important story of the absence of debate and divergent opin-
ion is missed. 

Since almost all higher education institutions affirm as part of their mis-
sion the training of engaged citizens and almost all students can vote, what 
accounts for such limited planned policy discourse on campus? This book 
suggests several theories. (1) Academic management has become more cor-
porate and seeks to avoid controversy. (2) Despite the proliferation of cam-
pus administrators, no one is responsible for seeing that a well- balanced 
political discourse exists. (3) Campus cultures vigorously promote attractive 
student living, recreational activities, and career preparation with little orga-
nized focus on informed citizenship. Their ethos also emphasizes tolerance 
and inclusion for all, while fearing disturbing ideas that might arguably cre-
ate a hostile learning environment for any group. (4) Faculty reward struc-
tures do not incentivize them to organize or participate in policy debates. 
(5) Professors, in fields most concerned with policy issues, are increasingly 
politically and ideologically homogeneous and may not see the need for 
their views to be debated. 

After reviewing relevant judicial decisions on free speech, the role of de-
bate in the formation of our political institutions, and some useful campus 
experiments in intellectual diversity, this book turns to the question of what 
can be done about the failure to promote actively these values across higher 
education. 

The solutions must be scalable, inexpensive, and most of all compatible 
with the announced values of the academy. First, trustees and legislatures 
should ask the institutions accountable to them for annual reports describ-
ing what campuses have done to expose all their students to diverse opinions 
about the great policy issues relevant to casting an informed vote. Second, 
institutions should designate some administrative office or faculty commit-
tee to plan and evaluate whether scheduled campus- wide events fulfill the 
mission of diverse civic education for all students. Third, institutions should 
be certain their campus activities calendars are accessible and maintained, 
so that programming efforts and balanced intellectual diversity can be ob-
served by everyone in the community. If a campus does not have the re-
sources to provide balanced programming, research centers, think tanks etc. 
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should provide up- to- date materials on the Internet for local use. Fourth, 
funders should ask the question of whether campuses are fulfilling their an-
nounced civic missions in considering support. Fifth, students and parents 
in evaluating the intellectual climate of a campus should ask for information 
assuring them that diverse viewpoints on public policy issues are expressed 
and respected. 

The withdrawal of campuses from a culture of vigorous political debate 
does not auger well for the future of American democracy, where depen-
dence on rational and civil consideration of complex policy alternatives is 
essential.
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